THE DATING DIVAS

FATHER'S DAY
Gift Guide
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GIFT IDEAS FOR DAD (PAGES 3-7)

GIFT IDEAS FOR GRANDPA (PAGES 8-11)

GIFT IDEAS FOR FATHER-IN-LAW (PAGES 12-16)

HOW IT WORKS:

On the pages below, click on any image or text to be taken to the product for more information! We hope you find the PERFECT gift for that special man in your life!

Disclaimer: This guide contains affiliate links.
GIFT IDEAS FOR Dad

- Best Dad Ever T-Shirt
- Docking Station
- Best Dad Ever Knife
- Happy Father's Day
- Amazon Gift Card
- Father Daughter Journal
GENTLEMAN’S BOX

SPREZZABOX

WHY A DAUGHTER NEEDS A DAD

WHY A SON NEEDS A DAD
NEW DADDY GIFT BASKET

FATHER'S DAY BREAKFAST KIT

FATHER'S DAY PRINTABLE PACK
TRENDY BUTLER SUBSCRIPTION BOX

REGAL CINEMA GIFT CARD

WHAT I LOVE ABOUT DAD

I LOVE YOU DADDY BOOK

DADDY'S GIRL PICTURE FRAME
GIFT IDEAS FOR Grandpa

- Best Papa Ever Mug
- Grandpa and Me Journal
- Me and My Grandpa Frame
- What I Love About Grandpa
- Grandpa and Me Coloring Book
THE GREAT AND THE GRAND

GRANDPA LIFE STORY FRAME

GRANDPA'S WORKSHOP SIGN

GRANDPA T-SHIRT

25 OF MY FAVORITE MEMORIES WITH GRANDPA
GIFT IDEAS FOR
Father-In-Law

MY FAVORITE DAUGHTER-IN-LAW GAVE ME THIS SHIRT

FUNNY MUG

THANKS FOR NOT PUTTING MY HUSBAND UP FOR ADOPTION. I’M SURE THAT WAS TEMPTING SOME DAYS.

I HOOKED THE BEST FATHER-IN-LAW

MY FAVORITE DAUGHTER IN LAW GAVE ME THIS SHIRT

THREE GENERATIONS PHOTO FRAME

THREE GENERATIONS
Use this discount code to get 10% off ANYTHING in the Diva Store:

DADISRAD

Expires June 30, 2018

FIND US ON:

Don't forget to share this gift guide with all your friends!